**Dining**

- **Bambuza Vietnam Kitchen & Bar** near Gate N19
  Casual sit-down Vietnamese food

- **Caffe D’arte** near Gate N13
  Coffee, pastries and Italian-inspired menu

- **SEA Roast Coffeehouse** near Gate N9
  Caribou coffee and teas, pastries and more

- **Skillet** near Gate N18
  Modern American food diner

- **Tundra Taqueria** near Gate N10
  Quick-service Mexican inspired fare offering beer and wine

**Retail**

- **Hudson** near Gates N2 and N20
  Travel essentials and convenience shop.

- **New Stand** near Gate N19
  Travel essentials with unique gift items

**Services**

- **Alaska Airlines Customer Service** near Gate N12

- **ATM** near Gate N12

- **Lucky Shines Shoe Shine** near Gate N20
  Shoe shine services

---

**For a complete listing download the flySEA App**

**For more information visit ExploreSEA.org**